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Abstract: Structural disaster damage detection and characterization is one of the oldest remote sensing

challenges, and the utility of virtually every type of active and passive sensor deployed on various

air- and spaceborne platforms has been assessed. The proliferation and growing sophistication

of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in recent years has opened up many new opportunities for

damage mapping, due to the high spatial resolution, the resulting stereo images and derivatives,

and the flexibility of the platform. This study provides a comprehensive review of how UAV-based

damage mapping has evolved from providing simple descriptive overviews of a disaster science,

to more sophisticated texture and segmentation-based approaches, and finally to studies using

advanced deep learning approaches, as well as multi-temporal and multi-perspective imagery to

provide comprehensive damage descriptions. The paper further reviews studies on the utility of the

developed mapping strategies and image processing pipelines for first responders, focusing especially

on outcomes of two recent European research projects, RECONASS (Reconstruction and Recovery

Planning: Rapid and Continuously Updated Construction Damage, and Related Needs Assessment)

and INACHUS (Technological and Methodological Solutions for Integrated Wide Area Situation

Awareness and Survivor Localization to Support Search and Rescue Teams). Finally, recent and

emerging developments are reviewed, such as recent improvements in machine learning, increasing

mapping autonomy, damage mapping in interior, GPS-denied environments, the utility of UAVs for

infrastructure mapping and maintenance, as well as the emergence of UAVs with robotic abilities.

Keywords: drone; computer vision; point clouds; machine learning; CNN; GAN; first responder;

RECONASS; INACHUS

1. Introduction

1.1. Structural Damage Mapping with Remote Sensing

The first documented systematic post-disaster damage assessment attempt with remote sensing

technology dates back to 1906, when parts of earthquake-affected San Francisco were mapped with a

20 kg camera that was raised on a series of kites some 800 m above the disaster scene [1]. This makes

damage mapping one of the oldest applications in the remote sensing domain, but also one of the few

that continues to elude robust operational solutions, and which remains a subject of active research.
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Since the early pioneering days, nearly every type of active and passive sensor has been mounted on

airborne platforms that range from tethered to autonomous or piloted, as well as satellites operating in

different orbital or network configurations, to attempt increasingly automated damage detection [2,3].

However, despite more than a century of research and tremendous technological developments both

on the hardware and the computing side, operational image-based damage mapping, such as through

the International Charter “Space and Major Disasters” or the Copernicus Emergency Management

Service (EMS), continues to be a largely manual exercise (e.g., [4,5]).

Charter and EMS activations center on a particularly challenging type of damage mapping.

Both need to respond to a wide range of natural and anthropogenic disaster types, and the first maps

are expected to be available within hours of image acquisition, while the particular damage patterns

and their recognition are subject to a number of variables. Building typologies, spatial configurations,

and construction materials differ, and recognizable damage indicators are strongly dependent on the

type of hazard and its magnitude. Image type, in terms of spatial and spectral characteristics, as well

as incident angle, but also environmental conditions such as haze or cloud cover, differ enormously,

further challenging the development of generic and widely applicable damage detection algorithms.

Satellite-based damage mapping has the additional disadvantage that damage that may be quite

variably expressed on each of the building’s facades, its roof, as well as its interior, is largely reduced

to a single dimension, the quasi-vertical perspective that centers on the roof. Damage detection

in reality is then supported by the use of proxies, such as evidence of nearby debris or damage

clues associated with particular shadow signatures [6,7]. There have been some notable successes

in satellite-based damage mapping, especially related to cases where radar data have an advantage,

in particular interferometric [8] and polarimetric synthetic aperture radar [9]. Where damage patterns

are structurally characteristic, such as foundation walls remaining after the 2011 Tohoku (Japan)

tsunami, simple backscatter intensity has also been used to detect damage [10]. Increasingly advanced

machine learning algorithms, including convolutional neural networks (CNN), are used to detect

different forms of building damage with radar data [11].

Efforts to process optical satellite data for rapid damage mapping are also moving in the machine

learning direction. This includes methods based on artificial neural networks [12], and increasingly

also CNN [13–16]. Studies vary in terms of mapping ambition, with many only aiming at a binary

classification (damage/no damage; [12]), and there is no evidence yet of emerging methodologies

being used operationally. However, the recently released xBD satellite dataset containing more than

700,000 building damage labels and corresponding to 8 different disaster types [17] will help in

developing and benchmarking novel methodologies.

1.2. Scope of the Review

Automated satellite-based damage mapping has thus shown limited progress, at least in terms of

versatile methodologies that can readily map structural damage caused by different event types in

diverse environments. At the same time, the proliferation and rapidly growing maturity of unmanned

aerial vehicles (UAVs/drones) in recent years has created vast new prospects for rapid and detailed

structural damage assessment, which are the focus of this review. We do not consider historical, mainly

military systems, such as unpiloted reconnaissance aircraft that date back to World War II. Rather,

we focus on the suite of platforms that evolved from remote-controlled (mainly hobbyist) planes and

helicopters, with the first documented scientific studies on UAV-based disaster response dating back

to about 2005 [18]. The review also does not include non-structural damage assessment, such as

studies on crop or forest damage. It also does not cover issues of UAV communication (e.g., use of

UAVs to create ad hoc communication networks over disaster areas), nor studies on drone network or

scheduling optimization. For both good reviews already exist (e.g., [19,20]).

The review includes peer-reviewed publications indexed in Scopus and Web of Science, focusing on

research on automated damage detection rather than provision of data for visual assessment, and is not

meant to be exhaustive. While the topic is a niche within the remote sensing domain and the amount
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of studies remains relatively small, a number of application papers without significant novelty exist,

which are excluded here. The article is built on a recent conference contribution [21], though the focus

of that paper on the results of two European research projects is expanded here to a comprehensive

review study. In addition to tracing relevant technical and methodological developments in damage

detection, we synthesize the current state of the art and evaluate current and emerging research

directions. In addition, we assess the actual usability and practical value of emerging methods for

operational damage mapping, including for local mapping by first responders. In the following section

relevant publications on the use of UAVs for structural damage mapping are reviewed, sorted by

increasing technical sophistication, and a summary is provided in Table 1.

2. UAV-Based Damage Mapping

2.1. Scene Reconnaissance and Simple Imaging

The principal advantage of a UAV in a disaster situation is its vantage point, a flexible position that

can provide both synoptic and detailed views of a potentially complex scene, as well as overcome access

limitations. Early studies thus focused on scene imaging, aiding disaster responders by supplying a

relatively low-cost aerial perspective [22]. Taking advantage of increasingly efficient structure from

motion (SfM) and 3D reconstruction concepts emerging at the time (e.g., [23]), in some early studies

data were already processed to derive georeferenced images [24], terrain information/digital elevation

models (DEM) [18], or orthophotos [25]/orthomosaics [26]. In cases without a full processing pipeline

and where no suitable DEM data existed, pseudo-orthorectified images (assuming constant terrain

height) were created. Instead of still images also video data were transmitted in real time to allow

visual damage inspection [27].

In the years following the initial studies, little methodological progress in damage mapping

was made, despite advances in off-the-shelf UAV systems, or the emergence of ArduPilot in 2007 for

improved UAV flight stability, or Pix4D(Pix4D, Switzerland) in 2011 for easier photogrammetric image

processing. A range of studies appeared that essentially still focused on image provision or simple

photogrammetric processing, using remote-controlled helicopter systems [28], multi-copters [29–32],

or fixed-wing UAVs [33–35].

2.2. Texture- and Segmentation-Based Methods

Initial attempts to extract damage information automatically from UAV data were

based on segmentation- and texture-based approaches, using mono-temporal imagery.

Fernandez Galarreta et al. [36] processed UAV imagery of an 2012 Emilia Romagna (Italy) earthquake

site into detailed 3D models. The work adapted and expanded earlier approaches developed for the

airborne (piloted) Pictometry system that yields similar oblique, overlapping, and multi-perspective

imagery. Also, those images had been photogrammetrically processed [37], and used for structural

damage assessment [38,39]. The analysis of [36] focused on geometric damage indicators such as

slanted walls or deformed roofs, as well as presence of debris piles (Figure 1). In addition, object-based

image analysis (OBIA) was carried out on the images to extract damage features such as cracks or holes,

but also identification of those damage features intersecting with apparent load-carrying structural

elements. A similar OBIA strategy was used by [40] to identify damage in Mianzhu city, affected by

the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake.
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Figure 1. Damages identified from unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-derived point clouds and from

object-based image analysis (OBIA) processing. (a) Inclination in walls, (b) openings (turquois),

cracks (magenta), and damage crossing beams, (c,d) detailed point cloud and segment orientation

angles [adapted from 36].

2.3. Conventional Classifiers

The work of Fernandez Galarreta et al. demonstrated the significance of geometric information

in damage detection, in particular of openings in roofs and façades. Vetrivel et al. [41] advanced the

work by developing a method to isolate individual buildings from a detailed image-derived point

cloud covering a neighborhood of Mirabello (Italy) comprising nearly 100 buildings. Each of those was

then subjected to a search for openings attributable to seismic damage, such as partial roof collapses

or holes in the façades, a focus similar to [42]. The gaps were identified based on Gabor wavelets as

well as histogram of gradient (HoG) orientation features. Two basic machine learning algorithms,

Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest (RF), were used to identify damaged regions

based on the radiometric descriptors, with a success rate of approximately 95%. However, the work

also illustrated how the segmentation of point clouds is frequently hindered by artefacts and data

gaps. In [43], an approach was developed to overcome this problem: after projecting the initial point

cloud-derived 3D segments into image space, a subsequent segmentation using both geometric and

radiometric features yielded more accurate and complete building segments.
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Table 1. Summary the relevant technical papers reviewed in Section 2, organized by level of technical sophistication.

Processing Level Publications Platform Notes

Scene
reconnaissance/simple

imaging

Whang et al., 2007 [22]

Multi-copter
� Studies focusing on visual image analysis, simple 3D

terrain reconstruction, as well as creation of orthophotos
or orthomosaics

Adams et al., 2014 [29]
Dominici et al., 2012 [30]
Mavroulis et al., 2019 [31]

Nakanishi and Inoue, 2005 [18]
HelicopterMurphy et al., 2008 [27]

Kochersberger et al., 2014 [28]

Lewis, 2007 [26]

Fixed-wing
� Includes platforms with specialized abilities, such as

deployment of spectrometers for gas detection [28]

Suzuki et al., 2008 [24]
Bendea et al., 2008 [25]

Hein et al., 2019 [33]
Xu et al., 2014 [34]

Gowravaram et al., 2018 [35]

Texture- and
segmentation-based

methods; change detection

Fernandez Galarreta et al., 2015 [36]

Multi-copter
� Includes approaches based on handcrafted texture features

(e.g., Gabor wavelets, histogram of gradient),

Dorafshan et al., 2018 [44]
Chen et al., 2019 [45]
Akbar et al., 2019 [46]

Zeng et al., 2013 [40] Helicopter

Kakooei and Baleghi, 2017 [47] Fixed-wing
� Change detection based on 3D features only (e.g., [48])

Grenzdorffer et al., 2008 [37]

Pictometry 2
Gerke and Kerle, 2011a [38]

� Fusion of pre- and post-event satellite imagery with both
manned airborne and UAV data [47]

Gerke and Kerle, 2011b [39]
Zeng et al., 2013 [40]

Vetrivel et al. 2016 [47]

Tu et al., 2017 [49] 1

Conventional classifiers

Li et al., 2015 [42]
Multi-copter

� Includes methods based on classifiers such as Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest, as well as
image fusion

� Combination of image and 3D structural features

� Use of boosting (e.g., AdaBoost)

Vetrivel et al., 2015b [43]

Vetrivel et al., 2015a [41] Pictometry

Lucks et al., 2019 [50] – 3
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Table 1. Cont.

Processing Level Publications Platform Notes

Advanced machine
learning/CNN/generative

adversarial networks (GAN)

Duarte et al., 2017 [51]

Multi-copter

� Use of active learning methods, convolutional neural
networks (CNN), as well as convolutional autoencoders
(CAE)

Dorafshan et al., 2018a [52]
Dorafshan et al., 2018b [53]

Xu et al., 2018 [54]
Vetrivel et al., 2018 [55]

Cusicanqui et al., 2018 � Use of boosting (e.g., XGBoost)

Duarte et al., 2018a [56] � Combination with

Duarte et al., 2018b [57] � Conventional classifier

Kerle et al., 2019 [58] � Use of single-shot multi-box detector algorithm

Nex et al., 2019a [59] � Use of UAV data to classify satellite imagery [56]

Tsai and Wei, 2019 [60] � Multi-resolution CNN

Xu et al., 2018 [54] Fixed-wing � Semantic segmentation

Vetrivel et al., 2018 [55]
Pictometry

� Transfer learning

Duarte et al., in press [61] � Morphological filtering

Li et al., 2018 [62]
– 2

� Bayesian optimization
Li et al., 2019 [63]
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Table 1. Cont.

Processing Level Publications Platform Notes

Liang et al., 2019 [64] Ground-based
� Emerging use of generative adversarial networks (GAN)

[60]

Nex et al., 2019b [65]
Multiple

platforms
� Review of the performance of state-of-the-art CNN

Song et al., 2019 [66]
Manned
airborne

� Includes combination of deep learning and SLIC
superpixels, as well as multi-scale analysis

Huang et al., 2019 [67]
Duarte et al., 2018 [56]

1 Manned system with 5 cameras comparable to Pictometry. 2 Though not a UAV category, some relevant Pictometry-based studies are included in the review. 3 Use of generic
high-resolution airborne data, with no specific platform being indicated.
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The work in [41] work also showed the limitations of HoG and Gabor filters in the classification

of complex scenes, and of global feature representations on general. The latter cause problems

when scene and image characteristics vary, which is typically the case between different disaster

areas or in multi-temporal assessments. The work described in [68] moved towards descriptors that

are more generalizable and invariant to image characteristics. The method was built on the Visual

Bag of Words approach and focused on the detection of rubble, debris piles, and severe spalling.

The method performed well on individual UAVs and also Pictometry data sets of Mirabello (Italy)

and Port-au-Prince (Haiti), respectively, but also on a dataset that combined the two airborne datasets

with transverse street-level images. The limitation of the method is that it is grid-based and can only

identify general damage patches, i.e., grid cells affected by one or more of the damage types considered,

a limitation also evident in the study of [50], who used RF on superpixels. A detailed localization and

characterization (size, shape, etc.) of damages of a specific type would be preferable, though this will

come at the cost of increased processing time.

2.4. Advanced Machine Learning and the Emergence of CNN

Image classification used for damage mapping increasingly made use of machine learning,

in particular SVM and RF [41,54,69] or different boosting algorithms, such as AdaBoost [38] or

XGBoost [58], and moving towards more advanced scene understanding and semantic processing.

However, the features used were typically hand-crafted (such as HoG or Gabor, or other point feature

descriptors related to spectral, textural, and geometrical properties [54]), and emerging work had

shown that in deep learning approaches CNN could actually learn features and their representation

directly from the image pixel values [70]. Thus, the damage detection work proceeded in this direction,

hypothesizing that image classification would benefit from the micropropagation of 3D point cloud

features. The work described in [55] applied a multiple-kernel-learning framework on several sets of

diverse aerial images, and showed that combining the radiometric and geometric information yields

higher classification accuracies. The processing was based on Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC)

superpixels, meaning that damage was again only identified in patches, though those were labelled

with specific prediction scores. Song et al. [66] also worked with SLIC superpixels, though unlike

in [55] where they had formed the basis for the ML analysis, here first a CNN-based damage detection

was carried out directly on the image, and the SLIC segments were then used in combination with

mathematical morphology to refine the results. In [67] a similar approach was taken, except that

instead of SLIC a multi-resolution segmentation was carried out, to allow features naturally occurring

at different spatial scales to be used effectively. The CNN approach developed in [55] was also used by

Cusicanqui et al. [71], who reasoned that video data are often available before suitable still photographs

(e.g., acquired by police or the media). In the study it was thus tested whether 3D reconstructions based

on video data could offer similar support, and it was indeed shown that a binary damage classification

based on deep learning applied to SLIC superpixels and the 3D models led to results comparable to

those based on still photographs.

The particular significance of the work in [55] for disaster response and search and rescue was

that the method demonstrated significant transferability, which has become a frequent focus in recent

literature. A model trained with a sufficient number of samples (e.g., trained before an actual event)

performed well when then applied to a new disaster scene, supporting a rapid analysis without

the need for extensive retraining. This approach can help to overcome the traditional limitation of

CNN, i.e., their need for a large amount of labelled training data. A different approach was taken

by Li et al. [62], who used a convolutional autoencoder (CAE) that was trained using unlabelled

post-disaster imagery based on SLIC superpixels, with results being finetuned by a CNN classifier. In

follow-up work [63] the authors in addition employed a range of data augmentation methods, such as

data blurring or rotating, to enlarge the number of samples. The resulting pre-training improved the

overall damage detection accuracy by 10%.
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Disaster scenarios are frequently characterized by imperfect image data availability, and a

rapid response effort has to make do with what exists. In this respect it is valuable to be able to

incorporate images of different types and scales into the training model. Duarte et al. [56] trained a

CNN with different types of aerial imagery to classify post-disaster satellite data of Port-au-Prince.

Although information coming from the different image resolutions evidently improved the model

and classification accuracy, the approach still failed to capture smaller damage features. The work

also focused on determining the effect of multi-scale information on the CNN activation layers as

a proxy for improved damage recognition, while not allowing a detailed assessment of where the

classification improvement originated in terms of false positives and negatives, or specific damage

types. Later work focused on multi-resolution feature fusion and its effect on building damage

classification [57]. It showed that such a fusion is useful and can improve the overall accuracy, though

it still failed to show which specific damage types are identified, and how well they are captured.

Earlier work had shown how highly variable the expression of structural damage is in vertical

and oblique data [6]. The former essentially only considers the damage expressed in the roof,

and in addition makes use of proxies such as debris piles for specific shadow configurations [7].

Significant additional information is also encoded in the façade information, as already explained in

Section 2.1. However, the OBIA-based approach used for example in [36] tends towards overfitting

and lacks the efficiency and transferability of deep learning. While a focus on façades is appealing,

their actual delineation in imagery poses its own challenges, especially when considering aspects

such as occlusion or environmental effects such as shadows (Figure 2). The work described in [51]

thus focused on developing an efficient method to extract façades that were subsequently assessed

for damage using CNN. The approach made use of a point cloud calculated from vertical imagery

acquired in an initial UAV survey. From the sparse point cloud, the building roofs were segmented and

the building façades hypothesized, which in turn was used to extract the actual façades from oblique

UAV images. The patch-based damage classification had an overall accuracy of approximately 80%,

though the work also demonstrated the significant challenge of damage identification on façades, due

to architectural complexities and associated diverse shadow patterns, but also occlusion (by external

features such as vegetation, or internal ones such as balconies).

Figure 2. Typical problems for image processing posed by shadow and occlusion [51].
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It stands to reason that some ambiguities can be resolved by analysing multi-perspective data

(views of a given façade from different angles that go beyond regular stereoscopic overlap), but also by

incorporating multi-temporal data where available. The majority of the studies described above only

used post-disaster imagery. However, in the last few years the availability of high spatial resolution

pre-event reference imagery has been growing rapidly. This has led to additional methodological

developments that built on the segmentation- and texture-based damage detection described above,

extending them into a multi-temporal framework. Vetrivel et al. [47] used pre- and post-earthquake

data of L’Aquila (Italy) and focused on the identification of 3D segments missing in the post-disaster

data as an indicator of damage. Both voxel- and segment-based approaches were tested, and finally

a composite segmentation method that subjects an integrated pre- and post-event point cloud to

plane-based segmentation was chosen. Although working with conventional airborne data, in [61]

those assumptions were also tested in a CNN framework, where 6 different multi-temporal approaches

were compared against 3 mono-temporal ones. It was concluded that a multi-temporal approach with

3 views at each the pre- and post-event epoch performed best. Also, here smaller damage features

eluded detection. However, the authors expect better results with UAV data, given that the problem of

occlusion can be reduced through more flexible image acquisition.

2.5. Levels of Disaster Damage Mapping

Early efforts in disaster response with satellite imagery identified damaged areas more generally,

while airborne data were used to detect specific damage proxies, usually debris piles (e.g., [72]).

Especially in more recent years, overall classification accuracy and f-scores have been the most

commonly used metrics to assess the efficacy of a given damage mapping method, and to judge

progress within the discipline. However, this focus neglects an inherent incomparability of many of the

studies produced to date, and the absence of a generally agreed upon damage scale. The introduction

of the European Macroseismic Scale 1998 (EMS-98) led to a broad homogenization and alignment of

efforts, by grouping structural building damage in 5 categories, D1 (negligible/slight damage)–D5

(destruction) [73]. Building on its common use in satellite-based damage detection (e.g., [74–76]),

later its utility for UAV-based damage mapping was explored. For example, [38] classified building

damage according to EMS-98, though recognizing the diversity and ambiguity of the observed damage

patterns the study did not aim at automatic damage classification, except in cases where the 3D model

clearly showed complete collapse (D5). Also, studies [36,48,77] used this scale as a basis, with [31]

even adding a 6th damage level.

One consequence of the continuing challenge of image-based damage mapping is that, while D1

and D5 are comparatively easy to determine but intermediate damage stages are not, many studies have

departed from the 5-level classification scheme. The work in [50] opted instead for a 4-class approach

(intact, light, medium, and heavy damage), while several studies grouped damage into 3 classes.

However, even within one such category damage levels/class names vary, limiting comparability. For

example, Zeng et al. [40] mapped intact, damaged, and destroyed buildings, while Vetrivel et al. [47]

termed the classes undamaged, lower levels of damage, and highly damaged/collapsed, and Song et

al. [66] distinguished intact, semi-collapsed, and collapsed buildings, with differences in class definition

going beyond semantics. However, the majority of recent studies opted for a simple binary classification,

either explicitly mapping both damaged and undamaged structures (e.g., [12,49,55,65,67]), or only

mapping damage in general in a single class [51,61]. In addition, there are studies that focused on the

identification of specific damage types, such as holes in the roof [41,42], or dislocated roof tiles and

cracks along walls [36]. Others mixed damage and proxy classes, such as [62], who mapped damaged

and undamaged structures, but also debris as a separate class. Creative choice of class names is further

hindering a comparison between different studies. Li et al. [63] used the classes mildly damaged

and ruins, while Xu et al. [54] mapped categories including roof, ground, debris, and small objects.

The difficulty of image-based damage mapping has led to a focus on severe damage classes (D4-5),

making studies such as [42] that expressly focus on lesser damage (D2-3) an exception. Approaches
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based on deep learning are particularly suited for binary classification, which is another reason why in

the interest of automation only a single damage class is now frequently considered.

2.6. The Special Case of Infrastructure Damage Mapping

The focus of this review is on structural building damage. However, one of the fastest growing

UAV application areas in recent years is infrastructure monitoring and detection of damage indicators

related to wear and degradation, such as of roads, bridges, or tunnels. The lines between disciplines

have blurred, with studies such as by Dominici et al. [32] addressing both regular structures and

infrastructure. Furthermore, from a methodological perspective studies focusing on crack or spalling

assessment along bridges or tunnels are also relevant for the disaster damage mapping community,

and damage to infrastructure caused by disaster events naturally also falls under the scope of this

review. For this reason, papers marking key developments in infrastructure monitoring and damage

mapping are briefly reviewed here.

A recent review by Dorafshan and Maguire [52] provides an overview of the specific challenges of

bridge inspection and maintenance, and how UAVs, both with active and passive sensors, are starting

to become a commonly used tool. In an early study by Whang et al. [22], a UAV with two coaxial

rotors was developed to perform somewhat autonomous bridge inspection, within limits even in

GPS-denied areas beneath the bridge. In addition, the system was able to place a small autonomous

rover on the bridge using ultrasonic localization, and which provided images for damage inspection.

However, few details about the actual methods and system performance are provided in the paper.

The authors of [44] focused on the detection of small fatigue cracks on bridges, assessing the value of

active illumination, and carrying out controlled laboratory experiments to determine detection limits

and optimal mapping approaches.

Increasingly, the focus has been on image- or laser-based 3D reconstruction of the bridge or tunnel

in question, as a basis for visual or automated damage identification. In [78] the accuracy and thus

utility of such 3D models was assessed, and [45] also assessed how well complex bridge structures can

be reconstructed with SfM methods, in addition attempting 3D volume calculations or major spalling

instances. The work of [79] expressly focused on seismic damage detection on bridges, also using

UAV-based 3D reconstructions, though here starting with pre-event Building Information Modelling

(BIM) data that were updated with the detected damage. Akbar et al. [46] addressed structural health

monitoring (SHM) of tall structures, focusing on comprehensive 3D model creation through speeded

up robust features (SURF), and on the detection of simulated damage features on large concrete slabs,

though providing little detail on the actual damage detection algorithm.

Deep learning with CNN is also being used in SHM. In [53] an AlexNet network was trained to

detect small cracks in concrete walls, reporting accuracies of nearly 95%, and also testing network

transferability. Comparable accuracies were reported by Liang [64], who in addition also tested

GoogleNet and VGG-16 networks to detect earthquake damage on a bridge.

3. Damage Product and System Usability

Post-disaster damage mapping serves a specific purpose, i.e., providing timely, accurate,

and actionable information to a range of stakeholders. Those include civil protection agencies

planning emergency response actions, but also incident commanders and first responders operating

at the actual disaster site. One of the consequences of the growing availability of UAV technology

is a declining need to rely on formal protocols such as the Charter or EMS, and instead allowing

actual site-based damage mapping. It is thus surprising that the usability of data acquisition pipelines

(including planning tools, hardware components, and data processing routines), but also of resulting

damage mapping products, has scarcely been considered in the literature reviewed in this paper. This

section briefly introduces two recent research projects with a strong focus on UAV-based structural

damage assessment, and from which a number of publications reviewed in this paper emerged. In
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these projects also a range of different end users participated, and their evaluation of the developed

damage mapping procedures is also summarized.

3.1. Damage Detection in Two European Research Projects

RECONASS (Reconstruction and Recovery Planning: Rapid and Continuously Updated

Construction Damage, and Related Needs Assessment; www.reconass.eu) and INACHUS

(Technological and Methodological Solutions for Integrated Wide Area Situation Awareness and

Survivor Localization to Support Search and Rescue Teams; www.inachus.eu) were research projects

funded through the 7th Framework of the European Union, and which ran with some overlap from

2013 until the end of 2018. The focus of RECONASS was to create a system for monitoring and damage

assessment for individual high-value buildings, based on a range of internally installed sensors that

included accelerometers, inclinometers, and position tags, with data getting processed in a finite

element structural stability model to determine damages caused by seismic activity or by either interior

or exterior explosions. UAV-based 3D reconstruction of the building exterior and detailed damage

mapping were carried out to patch data gaps caused by failed sensor nodes, as well as to validate model

outputs. The progressively developed methods were tested in a series of experiments, culminating

in a pilot where a 3-story reinforced concrete building was first subjected to an explosion of 400 kg

TNT placed 13 m away, and later by a 15 kg charge detonated within the structure itself. End users,

including the German Federal Agency for Technical Relief (THW), were present to assess the utility of

the system.

The purpose of INACHUS was to assist disaster response and urban search and rescue forces by

providing early and increasingly detailed information on damage hotspots and the likely location of

survivors. Different UAV platforms, but also ground-based and portable laser scanning instruments,

were used to map a damaged structure. One research focus was on scene reconstruction and damage

mapping based on optical imagery from a low-cost UAV. The French remote sensing lab ONERA

also deployed various larger UAVs that carried different laser scanners, in part with proprietary data

processing solutions. The major pilots were also assessed by a group of end users.

3.2. Tests with End Users in Two European Research Projects

Both RECONASS and INACHUS included a number of pilot experiments, where first individual

components or sets thereof, and later the entire systems were tested under relatively realistic conditions.

For the explosion experiments in Sweden data were acquired using an Aibot X6 Hexacopter carrying a

Canon D600 camera with a Voigtländer 20 mm lens. In addition to reference data, images were acquired

after both the exterior and the interior blasts, with a ground sampling distance (GSD) of approximately

1.5 cm. From those images, detailed 3D point clouds were calculated and analyzed. The data proved

suitable to identify damage-related openings, such as infill walls damaged or blown-out by the blasts,

as well as cracks and debris. Additionally, subtle façade deformations could be detected and quantified

(Figure 3), both using only the post-detonation point cloud, as well as in a comparison with pre-event

reference data. It was also shown how a BIM model of the structure could be automatically updated,

both to visualize and catalogue detailed damage information. THW deployed a LEICA TM30 total

station to survey the structure from 4 reference points, using 16 prisms mounted on the structure.

While the total station has the advantage that a structure can be continuously monitored for minute

deformations—critical when rescue personnel operates near or within weakened structured—the

UAV-derived data provided damage data of comparable quality, with greater flexibility and lower

cost, including the roof that ground-based surveys cannot see, and potentially operated from a safer

distance. The building was further surveyed by a Riegl VZ400 terrestrial laser scanner (TLS), which also

confirmed the high quality of the UAV-derived 3D models.
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Figure 3. UAV-derived point clouds of reinforced concrete structure with brick in-fill walls subjected to

exterior and interior detonations. Openings, cracks, and debris piles, as well as subtle deformation in

the façades were automatically detected.

Four INACHUS pilot experiments were conducted at 4 different sites in France and Germany, and

included buildings in the process of being demolished, as well as an urban search and rescue training

site (Training Base Weeze in Germany). In response to criticism by end users in RECONASS as to the

high cost of the Aibot UAV (ca. 40,000 Euro), in INACHUS low-cost DJI drones (Phantom 4 and Mavic

Pro) were used. Following the research directions described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, the work focused

less on simple scene reconstruction, but on integration with other spatial data, as well as advanced

data analysis, including with CNN. For each of the pilots, the building in question was also surveyed

by ONERA using different UAV-borne laser instruments, as well as with a TLS, to detect the respective

strengths of the individual systems. The initial experiments with UAV-based laser scanners failed.

First a Riegl VZ-1000 instrument (weight of about 10 kg) was deployed on a Yamaha RMAX helicopter

(weight > 60 kg), though the acquired data suffered from artefacts and were not useful. Also, data

acquired with a Velodyne HDL32 (weight of only 1.3 kg) deployed on a VARIO BENZIN helicopter

(weight just under 10 kg) proved unusable for damage detection, owing to the very unstable platform.

For the final pilot, a high quality Riegl VUX-1 was mounted on a stable DJI Matrice 600 hexacopter

platform. The data were excellent, though the combined system is also very costly (>80,000 EUR) and

requires expert knowledge for flight planning and execution, as well as data processing. The mapping

with optical data focused on using data acquired with the built-in cameras of the Phantom 4 and Mavic

Pro (costs of < 2000 Euro), and advanced along the computer vision and machine learning trajectory

described earlier. The 3D data obtained from the optical imagery were of comparable quality to the

VUX-1 data while also providing native color information, better spatial detail, and full coverage

also of façades (Figure 4). The expectation that the airborne laser data would patch the one principal

weakness of photogrammetry, the inability to map dark interior spaces through openings (as a means

of possibly locating trapped survivors), was also not met. The data on openings and connected interior

spaces were primarily delivered from the tripod-mounted ground-based laser scanner, though here

the limited flexibility and occlusion by the building’s structural elements also prevented a complete

mapping of openings.

While commercial UAVs by DJI and other makers have clearly reached high levels of cost-benefit,

stability, and reliability, most are also not designed to be survey-grade instruments working in real

time. For rapid search and rescue support it is vital to provide usable information quickly. For that

reason, in INACHUS a procedure was developed to process the data with minimal delay. Working with

the ability of the Mavic Pro to stream images during flight, a procedure was built that (i) downloads

images right after acquisition, (ii) builds a progressively extended sparse 3D model of the scene using

established SfM methods, (iii) applies CNN to detect damage, and (iv) orthorectifies the images using
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the 3D model. By the time the UAV lands after a maximum flight duration of about 25 min, all

processing is done and the damage map available. A smart phone app was also built that allows this

procedure to be executed together with a standard laptop (Figure 5). Details about the app and data

processing workflow can be found in [59], while more information about the optimized CNN that was

made available on GitHub can be found in.

Figure 4. Point cloud representation of an INACHUS pilot structure in Lyon, France, calculated from

optical imagery acquired with a low-cost commercial drone (Phantom 4, DJI), showing damage detected

through machine learning (red).

Figure 5. Workflow of the app developed for near real-time damage mapping. Images are streamed

to a laptop computer and processed immediately after acquisition. A convolutional neural network

(CNN)-based damage detection algorithm is applied, and a progressively built sparse 3D model is used

to orthorectify them. By the time the UAV lands, an orthomosaic displaying the damage is finished

(adapted from [59]).

3.3. Validation

At every pilot, different end users were present and undertook a detailed assessment of every

tool produced and tested. The RECONASS system was evaluated by THW at the pilot site, and more

extensively in a dedicated workshop at ISCRAM 2017 by a total of 11 specialist end users, representing

both governmental and non-governmental emergency response organizations, as well as organizations

involved in the creation of damage maps. It was concluded that the UAV-based element met all

previously established user requirements, principally the detection of all externally expressed damage

types and their annotation both on imagery but also a 3D model and a BIM, as well as the provision of

3D volume calculations, all in GIS-ready format. The final system received a maximum score of 10/10.

At the final INACHUS pilot that took place in Roquebillière, France, in November 2018 a total

of 25 end users from 8 countries participated, representing USAR teams and other civil protection

organizations. They followed individual demonstrations of all technical tools developed and graded
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them. Of all hard- and software or procedure solutions developed in INACHUS, the 3D mapping and

damage detection with a light-weight commercial UAV scored highest (overall 4.5 out of 5). The high

score does not so much represent a high level of technical sophistication, but rather the simplicity,

both in terms of off-the-shelf hardware and an automated flight planning and damage mapping routine.

The end users especially appreciated the simple, low-cost approach that provided accurate and useful

information in near-real time, without the need for a highly specialized operator.

3.4. Limitations

Despite the positive evaluations, the end user assessment also revealed limitations of the

developed damage mapping solution. Legal restrictions of drone deployment continue to pose

challenges, though problems are less severe for lighter platforms, and in addition first responder and

civil protection organizations tend to operate under different legal frameworks. A clear disadvantage

of small multi-copter UAV platforms is their comparatively small operating range and flight duration.

The limited spatial scope of RECONASS and INACHUS matched their abilities well, but damage

assessment over larger affected areas requires different solutions. Off-the-shelf UAVs come equipped

with high quality optical cameras, though the computer vision processing to generate 3D point clouds

fails for dark image patches such as shadow or smaller building openings. For this reason, openings

and possible survival spaces in the pilot structures could not be mapped, and here active sensors have

a clear advantage. Commercial UAVs also tend to be closed and largely proprietary systems, meaning

that it is not easily possible, if at all, to exchange or add sensors, or to install processing units such

as a DJI Manifold (China) or NVIDIA Jetson TX2 (USA) to push more autonomy in onboard image

processing or dynamic flight path adjustment onto the drone. Several of these limitations are the focus

of ongoing research, as explained in the following section.

4. Outlook and New Developments

The literature reviewed in this paper mirrors a rapidly developing discipline that in only a few

years moved from largely descriptive imaging of disaster scenes to fully automated analysis procedures

that build on state-of-the-art methods originating, in particular, in the computer science domain. At the

same time, limits persist in hard- and software, in operational damage mapping procedures, but also

in the conceptual basis of how images can be related to the actual meaning and significance of damage,

which are addressed in this section.

4.1. Improvements in Machine Learning

For all the sophistication of machine leaning approaches to recognize patterns and features, some

open questions persist. The black box nature of deep learning approaches means that the specific effect

of certain training labels remains unclear, challenging efforts to optimize the training efficiency for

specific damage features. Training to map only specific indicators such as cracks or object dislocations

is thus challenging, compounded by the scarcity of large training samples for individual damage

features. Also, solutions developed to date still tend to be patch/grid-based, highlighting damage in

general, but not specific features. This, however, is highly scale dependent, with high resolution image

data, for example, also yielding small superpixels that allow precise damage identification [50].

Work such as in [56,57] tends to focus on activation layers that indicate the presence and

approximate position of damage (Figure 6), rather than the creation of actual damage maps. From

a user perspective, more clarity on the specific damage type, but also more precise location, shape,

and size, would be preferable. In addition, the nature of CNN-based studies prevents insights into

how specifically a network with superior overall accuracy performs in terms of reducing false positives

or negatives.
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Figure 6. Examples of building damage detection via CNN activation layers, using aerial pre- and

post-earthquake façade images. Bright activation colors show damage hotspots (adapted from [61]).

To overcome the problem of the large number of training samples needed in CNN analysis,

recent work has shown how Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) can effectively enlarge sample

databases, which has already been shown to benefit the identification of damage of road furniture [60].

GAN seem to be particularly useful in anomaly detection [80], where training does not focus on a

potentially large number of specific damage features or indicators, but rather where a comprehensive

understanding of normal, undamaged scenes is created, based on which anomalies such as damage

are identified. GAN have been mainly used in applications with smaller variabilities than are typical

for urban scenes (i.e., indoor environments with fixed cameras). Their use in urban scenes is, therefore,

an additional challenge that could be compensated by only using very large and comprehensive

datasets of undamaged scenes, to prevent the generation of many false positives.

4.2. Mapping Autonomy

Traditional UAV surveys were based on pre-defined flight plans or manual piloting supported by

video streams from the instrument, with data getting processed after landing of the aircraft, or through

pipelines such as described in [59]. A more ideal scenario would be for the UAV to carry out an initial,

for example vertical, survey over a pre-defined area, identify hotspot and damage candidate areas based

on limited real-time processing, followed by a more detailed and multi-perspective survey of those

marked areas. The work in [51] showed how data from an initial coarse vertical survey can be used to

guide a more local assessment. Such a procedure can be implemented based on streamed data that are

processed in near-real time, and adjusted flight path instructions uploaded. Alternatively, data can be

processed on the UAV itself. Work described in [81,82] showed how even microdrones can perform

analysis based on deep neural networks to facilitate autonomous navigation. UAVs with greater

payloads have been fitted with more powerful computing units, such as NVIDIA Jetson TX2, which are

capable of facilitating advanced real-time object tracking [83] or image segmentation [84].

In follow-up work to INACHUS, H2020 project PANOPTIS (Development of a Decision Support

System for increasing the Resilience of Transportation Infrastructure; www.panoptis.eu) focuses on

road surface and road corridor damage assessment to detect signs of gradual wear and decay, as well

as the ability to respond rapidly to a disaster situation. This is done with a hybrid UAV platform

(DeltaQuad from Vertical Solutions) that allows both corridor mapping of a fixed-wing platform and

hovering for detailed mapping. Also, here a Jetson TX2 will be used to advance data processing on the

drone itself, for both navigation and damage detection.
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4.3. Indoor Mapping

UAVs have brought structural damage mapping within touching distance of buildings.

Nevertheless, critical damage evidence is frequently hidden from sight, e.g., where internal

load-carrying structures are compromised. In addition, damage assessment, such as defined in

INACHUS, also includes support for first responders in the search for victims or survivors trapped

internally, though different cavity mapping strategies only had limited success. Even with a TLS,

interior cavities with connections to the outside could only be detected to a limited extent (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Voids within the photogrammetric model shown in Figure 4, obtained with a terrestrial laser

scanning system. (a) Estimated size of open spaces observed through openings, (b) distance of voids to

the edge of the building.

Recent work has demonstrated UAVs operating increasingly autonomously and effectively in

interior, largely-GPS-denied spaces [85]. There has been a surge in research on UAV-based indoor

mapping, both with single platforms and swarms. Most make use of visual SLAM to map their

GPS-denied environment (e.g., [86,87]), or focusing on continuity mapping when transiting between

outdoor and indoor places [88]. Others have experimented with localizing via sensors such as

ultrasound [89], and the works cited in 4.2 on autonomous navigation and mapping are also relevant

here. One element of improved indoor 3D reconstruction and damage mapping will be a more effective

use of artificial lighting that, for example, improved the detection of small cracks in [44]. Another line

of research has focused on the engineering of UAV platforms that can change shape to facilitate their

entering and operating in tight spaces [90].
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The damage detection work of INACHUS will also be advanced in indoor environments with

H2020 project INGENIOUS (The First Responder of the Future: A Next Generation Integrated

Toolkit for Collaborative Response, increasing protection and augmenting operational capacity;

www.ingenious-firstresponders.eu). The focus will be on the use of drone swarms for indoor mapping

to support first responders in unknown and potentially dark, smoke-filled, and hazardous indoor

settings, using UAV platforms of different sizes and with different sensor load and ability, with focus

on collaboration and optimization.

4.4. The Age of Drones with Robotic Abilities

UAVs tend to be fragile, susceptible to wind, and, thanks to inexpensive GPS and IMU components

subject to positional inaccuracies, best operated away from structures. However, better platform control,

use of collision avoidance through use of sensors or depth sensing, as well as progress in robotics and

mechatronics have resulted in novel research directions. For example, in the age of aging infrastructure

efforts have been spreading towards UAV-supported maintenance. This implies a number of challenges.

Infrastructure is diverse and includes complicated indoor spaces such as chimneys [91], but also roads,

tunnels, and bridges. Solutions are emerging to carry out day-to-day monitoring to detect defects or

signs of decay, but also damage after a disaster event or accident (e.g., [92]). Such works increasingly

extend into another emerging line of development, blending UAV-based abilities with robotics and

mechatronics solutions. Here, UAVs are not only used to map and model infrastructure spaces, but also

to carry actuator arms to place sensors for in-situ measurements [93,94], interact with objects [95,96],

perform physical tests [97], or to carry out limited repairs.

5. Conclusions

Structural damage mapping with remote sensing has been a continuous research problem for

decades, and for rapid operational disaster response, such as through the Charter or Copernicus

EMS, reliable automated methods continue to be lacking. However, substantial progress has been

made in the last decade that resulted primarily in rapid developments in UAV technology, computer

vision, and in advanced image data processing with machine learning, in particular deep learning

with CNN, all of which was assessed in this review. This includes a detailed analysis of the progress in

image-based damage mapping that has moved from providing largely descriptive overview imagery

to automated scene mapping with advanced machine learning.

The paper has shown how image-derived 3D point clouds allow a highly detailed and

accurate scene reconstruction, and how the coupling of the geometric information with the original

image information allows very advanced feature recognition. Classifier training is also starting to

overcome the challenge of, in particular, CNN-based methods, requiring millions of training samples.

The development of unsupervised CNN approaches (such as Auto-encoders) or Generative Adversarial

Networks (GAN) could represent a step forward in this direction. Newer approaches are improving

the efficiency, but also the transferability of classifiers, critical to be able to respond quickly to a disaster

event. Comprehensive tests with first responders and urban search and rescue personnel showed that,

in particular, solutions with light-weight off-the-shelf drones strike a very good compromise of high

information quality and ready usability.

Developments continue at a rapid pace, with significant research efforts now being focused on

UAV-based mapping in indoor settings, on UAVs also being equipped with mechatronic abilities

to allow the deployment of additional sensors or to carry out repairs, though newer networks also

allow more sophisticated and robust deep learning solutions. Nevertheless, more effort is needed

to understand better the actual meaning and significance of specific damage evidence. In addition,

UAVs need to become more autonomous to increase the efficiency of damage mapping operations.

Finally, progress in the processing of UAV-based imagery, in particular through advanced machine

learning, must eventually lead to fully automated and accurate damage mapping with optical

satellite imagery.
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